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QUESTION 1

Which two statements about the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Command Line Interface (CLI) are TRUE? (Choose
two.) 

A. You can run CLI commands from inside OCI Regions only. 

B. You can filter CLI output using the JMESPath query option for JSON. 

C. The CLI provides an automatic way to connect with instances provisioned on OCI. 

D. The CLI allows you to use the Python language to interact with OCI APIs. 

E. The CLI provides the same core functionality as the Console, plus additional commands. 

Correct Answer: BE  

 

QUESTION 2

You are asked to deploy a new application that has been designed to scale horizontally. The business stakeholders
have asked that the application be deployed in us-phoenix-1. 

Normal usage requires 2 OCPUs. You expect to have few spikes during the week, that will require up to 4 OCPUs, and
a major usage uptick at the end of each month that will require 8 OCPUs. 

What is the most cost-effective approach to implement a highly available and scalable solution? (Choose the best
answer.) 

A. Create an instance pool with a VM.Standard2.2 shape instance configuration. Setup the autoscaling configuration to
use 2 availability domains and have a minimum of 2 instances, to handle the weekly spikes, and a maximum of 4
instances. 

B. Create an instance with 1 OCPU shape. Use the Resize Instance action to scale up to a larger shape when more
resources are needed. 

C. Create an instance with 1 OCPU shape. Use a CLI script to clone it when more resources are needed. 

D. Create an instance pool with a VM.Standard2.1 shape instance configuration. Setup the autoscaling configuration to
use 2 availability domains and have a minimum of 2 instances and a maximum of 8 instances. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which option contains the essential components of the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Notifications service? (Choose the
best answer.) 

A. An ALARM with a name unique across the tenancy, a SUBSCRIPTION, and a METRIC with the measurement of
interest. 
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B. A TOPIC with a name unique across the tenancy, a SUBSCRIPTION, and a MESSAGE where content is published. 

C. A TOPIC with a name unique across the compartment, a SUBSCRIPTION, and a MESSAGE where content is
published. 

D. An ALARM with a name unique across the compartment, a SUBSCRIPTION, and a METRIC with the measurement
of interest. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You created an Oracle Linux compute instance through the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) management console
then immediately realize you forgot to add an SSH key file. You notice that OCI compute service provides instance
console connections that supports adding SSH keys for a running instance. Hence, you created the console connection
for your Linux server and activated it using the connection string provided. However, now you get prompted for a
username and password to login. 

What option should you recommend to add the SSH key to your running instance, while minimizing the administrative
overhead? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. You need to configure the boot loader to use ttyS0 as a console terminal on the VM. 

B. You need to terminate the running instance and recreate it by providing the SSH key file. 

C. You need to reboot the instance from the console, boot into the bash shell in maintenance mode, and add SSH keys
for the opc user. 

D. You need to modify the serial console connection string to include the identity file flag, –i to specify the SSH key to
use. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Compute/References/serialconsole.htm 

 

QUESTION 5

You have been asked to set up connectivity between a client\\'s on-premises network and Oracle Cloud 

Infrastructure (OCI). The requirements are: 

Low latency: The applications are financial and require low latency connectivity into OCI. 

Consistency: The application isn\\'t tolerant of performance variation. 

Performance: The communications link needs to support up to 1.25 Gbps. 

Encryption: The communications link needs to encrypt any data in transit between the on-premises 

network and OCI Virtual Cloud Network (VCN). 
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The client wants to implement the above with as low a cost as possible, while meeting all of the 

requirements. What should you suggest? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Provision FastConnect with a single private virtual circuit, and run an IPsec VPN tunnel over the top of this virtual
circuit. 

B. Provision FastConnect with a single public virtual circuit. 

C. Provision a site-to-site IPsec VPN between your on-premises network and your virtual cloud network (VCN) using
VPN Connect. 

D. Provision FastConnect with a single private virtual circuit. 

E. Provision FastConnect with a single public virtual circuit, and run an IPsec VPN tunnel over the top of this virtual
circuit. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Network/Concepts/fastconnectoverview.htm 
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